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C O N S E R V A T I O N  G U I D A N C E  N O T E  F O R 

WAR MEMORIALS
This year marks the 90th year since the end of 
the First World War, and the focal point of many 
events and services will be the village and town 
war memorial. 

Stockbridge War Memorial



In anticipation of this anniversary, the Council has produced this guidance note to assist those who 

are responsible for looking after a war memorial.   

Maintaining a War Memorial 
• Clean a stone memorial with water and a soft 

bristle brush, no more than once a year.

• Abrasive methods such as sandblasting or pressure washing should 

not be used as they could be very damaging to the memorial. Use 

of chemicals and metallic brushes should also not be employed.

• Any bronze should be cleaned with water, but not under pressure, 

and a mild detergent using a lint free cloth or natural bristle brush, but 

no more than once a year. Arrange for a bronze specialist to inspect 

the bronze and apply microcrystalline wax every 2-3 years.

• Iron joints and areas of fl aking paintwork should be regularly 

inspected as the build up of water on iron structures can 

encourage corrosion and be very damaging.

• If joints in stone have become open it is important to arrange to have re-pointing 

carried out by a professional. Avoid the use of cement in the mortar mix.

• It is important to monitor the extent of any organic growth. Vegetation 

around the memorial should be controlled and maintained in 

order to prevent biological growth and accidental damage.

If a memorial is listed then any proposed work which may change the 

character of the memorial may require listed building consent.1  This 

would include any abrasive cleaning or a change in re-pointing mortar. 

Please contact the Design and Conservation team for advice.

1  The following war memorials are listed at grade II: Over Wallop; Stockbridge; Kings Somborne.

Grants Available 
The War Memorial Trust supported by English Heritage  
runs two grant schemes to assist with the repair and 
conservation of war memorials. Up to 50% of eligible 
costs can be funded with a maximum of £2,500 to 
£10,000 per project depending on the scheme and 
the proposed works. For more information and an 
application pack please contact the Trust at:
 
www.warmemorials.org 

A small grant for repair/maintenance work may also 
be available from the Council. For more details please 
contact the Design and Conservation Team on 
01794 527822.

Andover War Memorial

Michelmersh Memorial Plaque 


